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„in a dream perception and creation happen simultaneously“

Inception – to launch, to start, to implant

stills from the movie 'inception' - 2010



Nachhaltigkeit    ------       Sustainability derived from forestry

the notion ‘sustainability’ seems obvious
        further research on its necessity is outdated?

Hans Carl von Carlowitz



environmental, economic and social sustainability
are forming the pillars of sustainability

The pillars concept is criticized of being hermetic and 
denying development.

. the social aspect is often seen as a black sheep

. social sustainability is the only pillar which breaks out of the 
concept.

. social sustainability does not only refer to its own metabolism of 
money or ecology  



Empathy - identifying with the
space or concept

Negotiation – space or concept embraces

Awareness - being conscious
of a space or a concept



urban agriculture
as a  result

of food empathy

….provoking negotiation

awareness leads 
the moving 
gardener



ASPIS - Auditing the Sustainability of Public Spaces
Pan-European research project 2009-2012

sustainability criteria in a star-rating-tool to evaluate public spaces



sustainability criteria in a
web-based game to create awareness 

in public spaces



Estonia-Latvia cross-border cooperation programme 
project  

(D)rain for life

promoting sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) in Latvia and Estonia

4 case study areas: 2 in Estonia and 2 in  Latvia 

Promoting Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems in Estonia-Latvia 
cross-border area to improve the environment for active and 
sustainable communities  



conventional vs. SUDS systems



social aspects of SUDS?
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sustainability criteria are evaluating and create awareness on 
public spaces

sustainable urban drainage systems are creating awareness on 
storm water issues 

but under the condition of
social sustainability
they create… 

perception of the surrounding

communal empathy
neighborhood pride 

social cohesion 

awareness on community life 
quality of life 



negotiation

Discussing sustainability criteria among user groups provokes 
social sustainability in a Public Space

Social sustainability happens when the interaction between people 
and their environment is visible and therefore negotiable

Social sustainability fosters development: the more people are 
interacting the more the criteria are being fulfilled



Irish information site  : ww.airo.ie  shared space

perceiving community – creating community

 ‘welteinheimische Wesen’
world-indigenous creatures 



raising community awareness via participation in

Temporary use
projects



Berlin.Tempelhof



Berlin.Tempelhof



Berlin.Tempelhof



Berlin. NEUKÖLLN



Riga!



occupy me - Riga

Yellow " occupy me" stickers have noted more than 200 buildings in 
the centre, while creative and public initiatives are unable to find 
space for activities.

The dialogue about abandoned lots stimulates the discussion about 
urban renewal and fosters participation. 2014 European Capital of 
Culture can be the European Capital of empty spaces.



negotiation vs. measurement

stimulation – provocation to change

 social sustainability unfolds potentials beyond
technical or ecological origin

boundaries of Landscape Architecture are widening when
 social sustainability is raised


